POWERED CONTAINER JACKING SYSTEM
POWERED CONTAINER JACKING SYSTEM 35 TONS
Making light work of heavy loads

- Offloads and reloads all ISO containers up to 35 tons from trailers anywhere
- Consists of 4 electro-hydraulic jacks that clip onto ISO container castings using a 1 ton fork lift truck
- Lifts any loaded containers off trailer and positions on ground
- Single person operation via plug in pendant control or radio control
- 25% the cost of a conventional fork truck or cranage
- Offloads containers in 15 minutes, ten container movements per day
- Uses 3 phase warehouse power at 15amp per phase or 15 KVA standby generator
- Allows stuffing of heavy and long goods at ground level – anywhere!
- Ideal for load FCL, LCL, groupage and consolidated traffic
- Over tilt fail-safe cut out prevents more than 5 degree over tilt
- Lloyds approved for all shipping containers
- Modular design for simple maintenance
- Lift, lower and tilt container using fingertip-button-control
- Worldwide use

Grounded container ready to load
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